Abomination  | Deadly  | Grin  | Scratch  
Agony       | Death   | Gut   | Scream   
Ash         | Decay   | Hang  | Screech  
Banished    | Decieve | Haunt | Shadows  
Barren      | Demonic | Heart | Shale    
Black       | Depress | Hell  | Sharp    
Blade       | Despair | Hideous | Shiver   
Blood       | Despondent | Hobble | Shriek   
Bones       | Dilapidate | Hole | Sin      
Burning     | Dire    | Hopeless | Skeletal 
Caged       | Discarded | Horned | Slash    
Calamity    | Doom    | Horror | Slimey   
Careless    | Dread   | Hostile | Slither  
Cast out    | Drip    | Howl  | Snap     
Chill       | Drool   | Ice   | Share    
Clammer     | Dust    | Insane | Sharl    
Clammy      | Eerie   | Insane | Soil     
Clawed      | Empty   | Latch | Souless  
Cloven      | Endless | Malevolent | Spectre  
Clutch      | Eternal | Malicious | Spine    
Cold        | Evil    | Malignant | Spooky   
Condem      | Eyeball | Mange | Squirm   
Contempt    | Fall    | Maniacal | Suffer   
Convulse    | Fatal   | Midnight | Sullen   
Crackle     | Fate    | Monster | Sweat    
Crazed      | Fear    | Mould | Sullen   
Creak       | Fester  | Neglect | Sullen   
Creepy      | Fester  | Oppress | Suffer   
Crevice     | Fire    | Poison | Sullen   
Crow        | Fleshe  | Quiver | Sullen   
Cruel       | Forgotten | Raked | Tense    
Crumbling   | Frenzy  | Raven | Tense    
Curl        | Fright | Reckless | Tense    
Cursed      | Gaping  | Red   | Tense    
Curve       | Gaping  | Red   | Tense    
Cut         | Gaping  | Red   | Tense    
Dagger      | Gaping  | Red   | Tense    
Damned      | Gaping  | Red   | Tense    
Damp        | Gaping  | Red   | Tense    
Dark        | Gaping  | Red   | Tense    
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